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ABSTRACT
Variability modeling is essential for defining and managing the
commonalities and variabilities in software product lines. Numer-
ous variability modeling approaches exist today to support domain
and application engineering activities. Most are based on feature
modeling (FM) or decision modeling (DM), but so far no system-
atic comparison exists between these two major classes of approaches.
Over the last two decades many new features have been added to
both FM and DM and it is tough to decide which approach to use
for what purpose. This paper clarifies the relation between FM and
DM. We aim to systematize the research field of variability mod-
eling and to explore potential synergies. We compare multiple as-
pects of FM and DM ranging from historical origins and rationale,
through syntactic and semantic richness, to tool support, identify-
ing commonalities and differences. We hope that this effort will
improve the understanding of the range of approaches to variabil-
ity modeling by discussing the possible variations. This will pro-
vide insights to users considering adopting variability modeling in
practice and to designers of new languages, such as the new OMG
Common Variability Language.

Keywords
variability modeling, feature modeling, decision modeling, product
lines

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Variability modeling is used to understand and define commonal-

ities and variabilities in software product lines and to support prod-
uct derivation. It also helps to bring modeling concepts into other-
wise mostly code-driven projects. For example, in some real-world
projects, such as the Linux kernel and the embedded operating sys-
tem eCos, variability modeling is the only form of modeling that is
used [13]. Among the existing approaches to variability modeling,
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feature modeling (FM) and decision modeling (DM) have gained
most importance. Most existing FM approaches are more or less
directly derived from the work on Feature-Oriented Domain Anal-
ysis (FODA) by Kang et al. [42]. Several papers compare FM ap-
proaches from different viewpoints [19, 61, 12]. DM exists nearly
as long as FM, and, similarly, most (if not all) existing DM ap-
proaches [60] have been influenced by the Synthesis method [64].
Among other variability modeling approaches, one should mention
Orthogonal Variability Management (OVM) [51]. In this paper,
however, we focus solely on comparing DM and FM, as the cur-
rently most popular classes of methods, leaving a broader survey to
future work.

Despite their significant role in product line research and prac-
tical applications, a systematic comparison of FM and DM ap-
proaches is still lacking. Existing general surveys of variability
modeling techniques [17, 63] do not discuss the differences and
commonalities of FM and DM. Over the last two decades, the orig-
inal FM and DM proposals have been extended with many new
features. Without a thorough understanding of the differences, de-
ciding between FM and DM approaches is difficult. As we will see,
however, the capabilities of modern FM and DM approaches have
significantly converged.

Fig. 1 depicts an example of a feature model using a slightly
adapted FODA notation [23] (a) and an example of a decision model
in two different notations (b and c) for a fictitious mobile phone
product line. Fig. 1(b) is based on the style of Mansell and Sell-
ier [46] and Schmid and John [59]; Fig. 1(c) shows the original Syn-
thesis notation [64]. We will refer to this example throughout the
paper to clarify differences and commonalities of FM and DM.

Our aim is to clarify the relation between the two major classes
of variability modeling approaches and increase clarity in the re-
search field, in which, as we show later, a number of seemingly
contradictory statements on DM and FM exist. We also aim to ex-
plore potential synergies.

The paper is based on our experiences as experts in the respec-
tive areas of DM and FM and on our knowledge of the literature in
these fields. The results are based on 3 face-to-face meetings and
11 phone conferences with a typical duration of 1,5 hours in which
we first agreed on the dimensions and then discussed the relation
between DM and FM in detail for each dimension. We did not make
the attempt to involve additional experts in this work. We also did
not follow a systematic method to analyze the literature (such as
a systematic literature review). Obviously, this process represents
a threat to validity. However, the group of five authors carefully



discussed all cases of disagreement and the authors achieved con-
sensus on all reported results.

Our work is of interest to researchers and practitioners deciding
on approaches and tools to variability modeling as well as to tool
builders who want to improve the variability modeling capabilities
of their tools. We also regard this comparison as an important step
towards standardization of variability modeling [1].

Sect. 2 describes the background and history of FM and DM.
Sect. 3 discusses the commonalities and differences of FM and DM
in detail using ten dimensions defined based on comparison frame-
works previously used by the authors within the areas of FM [13]
and DM [60]. Sect. 4 discusses how variability modeling approaches
used in real-world projects such as Kconfig and CDL [13] have ap-
plied concepts from both FM and DM in practice and what can
be learned from these languages regarding potential synergies and
standardization efforts, such as the OMG Common Variability Lan-
guage (CVL) [1]. We summarize main findings and suggest future
work in Sect. 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND HISTORICAL PER-
SPECTIVE

Feature Modeling.
FM was originally proposed as part of the FODA method [42].

In FODA, a domain is defined as a set of current and future systems
sharing common capabilities. Domain analysis aims at discovering
and representing commonalities and variabilities among them. In
FODA, feature models capture features—the end-user’s (and cus-
tomer’s) understanding of the general capabilities of systems in the
domain—and the relationships among them. Fig. 1(a) depicts a
feature model for the mobile phone example as a feature tree with
mandatory and optional features and a cross-tree dependency (re-
quires).

Historically, FODA builds on, among others, Neighbors’s work
on Draco [50], and Batory’s domain analysis of DBMS and the
Genesis tool [10]. Feature-orientation can be traced back to the
ROSE tool [45, 14], which supported ‘feature-based selection’ of
components, and the KAPTUR system [49], which used ‘distinc-
tive features’ to distinguish systems within a domain.

FODA has spurred a multitude of works on extending the origi-
nal notation and on modeling and implementing systems using fea-
ture models. Notable extensions include group cardinalities [55],
feature cardinalities [25], and feature inheritance [5]. Existing sur-
veys cover some of these notations [61] and applications [39]. FM
is also an integral part of feature-oriented software development
(FOSD), a paradigm focused on treating features as modular, first-
class entities throughout the entire development cycle, including re-
quirements, design, implementation, and test [2]. Thus, the mean-
ing of the term feature has been broadened dramatically over time.

Decision Modeling.
The earliest documented approach to DM is found in the Synthe-

sis method [64]. The method, developed by the Software Produc-
tivity Consortium for industrial use, provided an early reuse process
model. Most—if not all—DM approaches can ultimately trace their
heritage back to Synthesis, which defines a decision model as a set
of decisions that are adequate to distinguish among the members of
an application engineering product family and to guide adaptation
of application engineering work products [64]. This early defini-
tion emphasizes product derivation—as opposed to describing the
domain, which is the main purpose of FM in FODA. Fig. 1(c) de-

picts a Synthesis decision model for the mobile phone example, in
a textual representation.

Most DM approaches were either inspired by industrial appli-
cations or developed in close collaboration with industry. Several
of them are discussed in a recent comparative analysis [60]. In
VManage [31, 46] and the approach by Weiss and Lai [69], a deci-
sion model is a document defining the decisions that must be made
to specify a member of a domain [46]. The tool-supported DO-
PLER approach [28] has been developed to guide the derivation
of customer-specific products. The work of Schmid and John [59]
provides a common modeling foundation that can be mapped to a
wide range of notations. Fig. 1(b) depicts a decision model for the
mobile phone example in a tabular representation that combines
elements from several previous works [46, 59, 28].

3. COMPARISON
We compare FM and DM along ten dimensions, extracted from

two earlier frameworks for discussing FM and DM approaches [13,
60]. These dimensions are the following applications, unit of vari-
ability (feature vs. decision), orthogonality, data types, hierarchy,
dependencies and constraints, mapping to artifacts, binding time
and mode, modularity, and tool aspects.

The first of the two frameworks underlying our dimensions [13]
was used to study Kconfig and Component Description Language
(CDL), which are two real-world variability languages, and com-
pare them with FM. Its dimensions included feature kinds, fea-
ture representation, hierarchy, constraints, code mappings, binding
modes, and modularization.

The second framework [60] was used to compare different deci-
sion modeling approaches. Its dimensions were decision data type,
constraints and dependencies, artifact types and relations, product
derivation support (including binding time), aggregation of deci-
sions and tool support.

We integrated and generalized the two frameworks to adequately
address the needs of both DM and FM, arriving at the ten dimen-
sions used in this paper. The integration was straightforward as the
frameworks overlap significantly, giving us eight of the ten dimen-
sions. We then extended this set with two additional dimensions:
applications and orthogonality. We added applications since one of
our goals was to clarify the applicability of FM and DM. We added
orthogonality of variability modeling since several authors men-
tioned this aspect when discussing FM and DM (e.g., [51, 33]).

The remainder of this section compares DM and FM according
to these ten dimensions. The three left-most columns of Table 1
summarize this comparison; the remaining columns will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 4).

3.1 Applications
We will first focus on the purposes to which the approaches are

most commonly used. The emphasis is slightly different for the two
approaches.

DM focuses on variability modeling and derivation support; FM
focuses on commonality and variability modeling, but it also pro-
vides derivation support. Fig. 1 shows that FM and DM both rep-
resent variabilities, but only FM also presents the commonalities:
GSM Protocol GSM 1800 and playback are part of the feature
model but are intentionally not represented in the decision models,
as no decision needs to be made for these common features.

The key applications of DM include planning and managing vari-
abilities in SPLs and derivation support, i.e., supporting applica-
tion engineers in configuring and creating products based on soft-
ware product lines [69, 46, 59, 28]. The application scope has also
broadened over time and includes efforts to integrate DM with goal



Table 1: Commonalities and differences between FM and DM in diverse dimensions. The rightmost columns, Kconfig, CDL and CVL
initial are discussed in Sect. 4.

dimension decision modeling feature modeling Kconfig CDL CVL initial

applications variability modeling; derivation
support

diverse applications: concept
modeling (e.g., domain
modeling), variability and
commonality modeling; derivation
support

modeling variability in
the kernel; derivation
support

modeling variability in
eCos; derivation support

variability modeling;
derivation support

unit of variability decisions to be made in
derivation

features are properties of
concepts, e.g., systems

drivers, subsystems,
kernel options, build
option

drivers, subsystems,
kernel options, build
option

VSpecs: essentially
decisions in derivation;
pre-made decisions
(mandatory features)

orthogonality orthogonal mostly used in orthogonal fashion orthogonal (added
configuration UI
concepts, e.g., menus)

orthogonal (added
architectural concepts,
e.g., packages,
components)

orthogonal (but
admitting
non-orthogonal uses is
discussed)

data types comprehensive set of basic types;
composite: sets, records, arrays

comprehensive set of basic types;
references;
composite: via hierarchy, group
and feature cardinalities

Boolean, tristate,
numbers and strings;
choices

none, bool, data
(dynamically typed
values incl. int, string,
real), booldata

choices; parameters with
comprehensive set of
basic types; classifiers

hierarchy secondary concept; diverse
approaches, e.g., visibility or
relevance hierarchy (no
decomposition)

essential concept; single
approach: tree hierarchy modeling,
parent-child configuration
constraints and decomposition

characteristics of
FM&DM: essential
organization means
(FM), visibility induced,
driven by UI concepts
(DM)

like in FM (essential
organization means;
decomposition
hierarchy)

essential concept; vspec
tree, like in FM

dependencies and
constraints

no standard constraint language
but similar range of approaches
(Boolean, numeric, sets)

no standard constraint language but
similar range of approaches
(Boolean, numeric, sets, quantifiers)

propositional
three-valued logics with
comparisons

propositional Boolean
logics with expressions
on data

propositional and
predicate logic with
expressions on data

mapping to artifacts essential concept; no standard
mechanism

optional concept; no standard
mechanism

mapping to C
preprocessor via a
custom build system (no
explicit mapping model)

explicit mapping in the
variability model;
variability symbols
available to C
preprocessor

essential concept;
mapping model,
base-model independent

binding time and
mode

not standardized, occasionally
supported

not standardized, occasionally
supported

static or dynamic binding
decided at compile time

static binding not included in CVL
(dependent on
application)

modularity no standard mechanism; decision
groups play partly this role

no standard mechanism; feature
hierarchy plays partly this role

model is split into files;
no modularization
beyond hierarchy in the
language

loadable packages,
reparenting

explicit support
(packages, configurable
units)

tool aspects representation of models as lists,
tables, trees, and graphs;
configuration UI: an (ordered)
list of questions

diverse solutions for configuration
workflows (essential)

representation of models as lists,
tables, trees, and graphs;
configuration UI: usually a tree
(unordered)

diverse solutions for supporting
configuration workflows
(secondary concept)

modeling in textual
syntax; configuration UI:
a tree with controlled
visibility

no support for
configuration workflows;
reconfiguration scripts

modeling in textual
syntax; configuration UI:
a tree with controlled
visibility

no support for
configuration workflows
beyond visibility
conditions

user interfaces are the
domain of vendors; basic
concrete syntax for
VSpecs close to FM



(a) Feature model in a tree notation—slightly adapted from FODA [42]

decision name description type Range cardinality/constraint visible/relevant if

GSM_Proto-
col_1900

Support GSM 1900 protocol? Boolean true | false

Audio_Formats Which audio formats shall be
supported?

Enum WAV | MP3 1:2

Camera Support for taking photos? Boolean true | false

Camera_Resolu-
tion

Required camera resolution? Enum 2.1MP | 3.1MP | 5MP 1:1 Camera == true

MP3_Recording Support for recording MP3 audio? Boolean true | false ifSelected Audio_For-
mats.MP3 = true

(b) Decision model in a tabular notation [59, 28]

GSM_Protocol_1900: one of (GSM_1900, NO_GSM_1900) {indicates whether support for making and receiving calls using
GSM 1900 is available}

Audio: list of (WAV, MP3) {indicates the types of supported audio formats}
Camera: composed of

Presence: one of (Camera, NO_Camera) {indicates whether camera support is available}
Resolution: one of (2.1MP, 3.1MP, 5MP) {resolution of the camera}

MP3_Recording: one of (MP3, NO_MP3) {indicates whether MP3 recording is available}

Constraints
Resolution is available only if Presence has the value Camera
MP3_Recording requires that also MP3 Audio is supported

(c) Decision model in the textual notation of Synthesis [64]

Figure 1: A feature model and two decision models for a fictitious mobile phone product line; same variability, while commonalities are only
shown in the feature model.

modeling in service-oriented systems [34], to use DM with model-
driven architectures [31], to use DM for code generation [70], and
to support personalization of ERP software by end-users [53].

FM has targeted a broader set of roles in the development life cy-
cle, starting with the original application in FODA—domain anal-
ysis and scoping, but also including design and representation of
product line architectures and evolution—helping to see what fea-
tures are available, which new features should be added and where,
and which existing features might need to be retired.

FM has also been used like DM—as a central variability model
and a basis for derivation (e.g., [38, 48, 47]). Interestingly, Gears
and Pure::Variants, which are industrial SPL tools supporting FM,
have been used predominantly for variability modeling and deriva-
tion support.1 However, FM is also used as a general concept mod-
eling technique, e.g., in comparative surveys [24]. Thus, in contrast
to DM, derivation support is not the essential application of FM.

3.2 Unit of variability
This dimension looks at the key concepts that are used to model

variability in both types of approaches.
The units of variability are decisions for DM and features for

FM. Decisions are differences among systems; they can be anything
that an application engineer needs to decide during derivation. For

1According to personal communication with the CEOs of the re-
spective tool vendors.

example, the engineer needs to decide whether a particular phone
will support the GSM 1900 protocol (cf. Fig. 1(b) and (c)).

The term “feature” is highly overloaded among different FM
approaches [19] and also in the wider context of software engi-
neering. FODA defines a feature as “a prominent or distinctive
user-visible aspect, quality or characteristic of a software system
or systems.” [42] Some authors define features as requirements-
level entities, e.g., “a cohesive set of individual requirements” [16]
or “a set of related requirements, domain properties, and specifi-
cations” [19]. FOSD considers a feature as “an increment in prod-
uct functionality” [11], and focuses on representing features explic-
itly throughout the development life cycle, including requirements,
design, implementation, and tests. Thus, FM has represented a
wide range of system and environment properties as features—
functional or non-functional, and pertaining to different life cycle
activities. This usage is consistent with the definition of a feature
as a “characteristic of a concept (e.g., system, component, etc.) that
is relevant to some stakeholder of the concept” [23].

Clearly, anything that FM captures as variable features can be
captured by DM as decisions and vice versa. Essentially, a decision
in DM reifies the need to decide some variable feature (property) of
a system, its environment or both. The essential difference between
FM and DM is that common features, e.g., GSM 1800 in Fig. 1(a),
are outside the scope of DM and thus missing in Fig. 1(b) and (c).

Finally, it should be emphasized that features in FM or decisions



in DM are typically abstractions over other artifacts, such as re-
quirements, designs, and implementations (rather than, say, directly
representing requirements [15]). Consequently, features and deci-
sions need to be mapped to artifacts, which we discuss later in
Section 3.7.

3.3 Orthogonality
Orthogonality of variability modeling is the degree to which vari-

ability is modeled as a separate concern. An orthogonal variabil-
ity model is devoted primarily to capturing variability—it offers, as
Pohl et al. put it, “a cross-sectional view of the variability across all
software-development artifacts” [51]. Orthogonality is lost when
variability is defined as an integral part of development artifacts;
for instance, by directly defining variability within code.

Gomaa [32] models variability directly within UML models of
requirements and design. He uses class diagrams syntax to rep-
resent feature models and gives them special semantics to cap-
ture variant derivation. He also realizes variability in requirements
and design models by exploiting existing syntactic mechanisms of
UML, such as conditions on transitions and stereotypes.

Orthogonal variability modeling has been the essence of DM
and is the predominant application of FM today. Decisions fo-
cus purely on variability—representing what needs to be decided
on. Feature models are used today typically as orthogonal repre-
sentations of commonality and variability or just variability. For
example, Groher and Völter use feature models, represented in
Pure::Variants, for orthogonal variability modeling [33].

The orthogonality of FM is sometimes questioned in the liter-
ature. For example, Pohl et al. state that “software development
models (e.g., feature models) are already complex, and they get
overloaded by adding variability information.” [51] This statement
relates to features as user-visible system capabilities—the original
meaning of features in FODA. Lists of such capabilities, which are
often packages of requirements, may be useful artifacts on their
own, even if no variability is involved. Thus, adding variability
to such artifacts could be classified as non-orthogonal variability
modeling; however, as argued above, feature models are used today
mainly as orthogonal representations of commonality and variabil-
ity (or just variability) over other artifacts.

3.4 Data types
A decision or feature model denotes a set of structures represent-

ing configurations and thus can be viewed as a collection of type
definitions. These types determine the available primitive values
and composite structures that can be selected or constructed during
configuration.

Both DM and FM cover a comparable range of data types. In-
dividual approaches cover different subsets of this range, however,
and Boolean and composite types are represented differently across
the two classes of approaches. In FM, the Boolean type is implicit
in optional features—e.g., GSM 1900 in Fig. 1(a); in DM, the type
is either explicit (cf. Fig. 1(b)) or encoded as an enumeration (cf.
Fig. 1(c)). Many FM and DM notations support additional primi-
tive types, including string, integers, and reals. Synthesis [64] in-
cludes even date and time, e.g., to model a license expiry date. All
DM notations offer enumerations as primitive data types and some
offer records or sets or both. FM supports these composite types
by relying on hierarchy, group constraints, and—if supported—
feature cardinalities. Enumerations are often represented as xor-
groups in FM (cf. resolution in Fig. 1(a)), but some languages,
e.g., TVL [18], have an explicit enumeration type. Finally, some
DM and FM approaches support multiple instantiation of a deci-
sion or feature. In cardinality-based FM, features having cardinal-

ity with an upper bound higher than one can be instantiated mul-
tiple times [25]. The DM approach V-Manage [31] provides this
functionality as well. Some FM notations, e.g., Clafer [7], support
reference types—their values are references to instances of other
features.

3.5 Hierarchy
All FM notations support a tree-like organization of features

as an essential concept. This organization allows decomposing
higher-level features into more detailed ones as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Hierarchy is explicit both in feature models and in configuration
views, e.g., as graphical trees or indented text. Semantically, fea-
ture hierarchy imposes configuration constraints, where selecting a
feature implies selecting its parent. Hierarchies in feature models
are typically not very deep on average, but some models can have
deeper parts. For example, the median hierarchy depth in the mod-
els collected in the SPLOT repository (http://www.splot-research.
org/) is 3; maximum hierarchy depth is 10.

In DM, hierarchy is a secondary concept, as DM models are
thought of primarily as flat lists or tables of decisions, with de-
pendencies. However, already Synthesis [64] supported groups of
decisions (cf. Fig. 1(c): ’Camera: composed of’), a concept that
directly corresponds to hierarchy in feature models. Hierarchies of
decisions are mainly used to guide the configuration process. In
contrast to FM, there is no standard hierarchy mechanism or hier-
archy semantics across DM approaches. Some notations, e.g., [6],
support nesting of records, which induces a hierarchy similar to
that of FM. In DOPLER [28], hierarchy is induced in the configu-
ration view by visibility conditions of decisions. The visibility of a
decision implies the visibility of its parents, which is not a configu-
ration constraint. Visibility thus helps to structure the configuration
process but has no impact on the definition of legal configurations.
In the approach by Schmid and John [59], a hierarchy is induced
by relevancy conditions—only values of relevant decisions become
part of a configuration description. Hierarchies in real-world deci-
sion models [28] are typically quite flat, i.e., the maximum depth in
the DOPLER models occurring in a multiple case study in the do-
mains of industrial automation systems and business software [28]
is 3.

3.6 Dependencies and constraints
Both FM and DM allow expressing dependencies that exist in the

domain or its implementation or both. Most important are configu-
ration constraints, which restrict the legal configurations of features
or decisions. FODA has a very simple constraint language, which
allows saying that a feature requires or excludes another feature (cf.
Fig. 1(a)). Even though FODA included examples of numeric fea-
tures, most formalizations of constraints has focused on supporting
arbitrary Boolean restrictions [9, 37]. Synthesis [64] anticipated
richer constraints, e.g., over numeric domains, but did not offer
a precisely defined constraint language (cf. Fig. 1(c)). Subsequent
DM methods, including KobrA [6], Schmid and John [59], and DO-
PLER [28], define their constraint languages much more precisely.
Each of these languages surpasses the previous in expressiveness.
For example, Schmid and John admit logic formulae with arith-
metic operations and set operations, and DOPLER allows escaping
to pure Java code to formulate specific conditions (cf. Fig. 1(b)).
Modern FM languages, e.g., TVL [18], Clafer [7], and those in
Gears and pure:variants, allow a range of constraints comparable
to that of modern DM languages. Constraint support for references
and multiple instantiation of features, which requires some form of
predicate logic or relational algebra, is rare, but present in some,
e.g., in Clafer.

http://www.splot-research.org/
http://www.splot-research.org/


Beyond configuration constraints, DM languages, such as DO-
PLER, allow formulating visibility conditions on decisions. These
conditions control which decision prompts are visible to the appli-
cation engineer during derivation (cf. Fig. 1(b)). Also, virtually all
DM and some FM languages support specifying default values as
either constants or computed defaults.

3.7 Mapping to artifacts
When modeling variability, features or decisions are just abstrac-

tions of the variabilities realized in other development artifacts. Un-
derstanding how features or decisions map to these artifacts is an
important aspect of both DM and FM. Since derivation support is
an essential application of decision modeling, mapping to artifacts
is an essential aspect of DM. Some uses of FM, such as domain
modeling, do not necessarily assume derivation; thus, artifact map-
ping is optional in FM.

In practice, a wide range of mapping techniques are used in both
DM and FM. They typically relate decisions or features (high-level
variability abstractions) to variation points (locations in artifacts
where variability occurs). Schmid and John [59] provide a set of
artifact-notation-independent primitives for expressing variability
in artifacts, such as optionality, alternative, set selection, and value
reference. Some approaches associate artifacts with inclusion con-
ditions (e.g., [36, 21, 28]), and some associate features or decisions
with the artifacts to be included (e.g., [6]). A more expressible
mechanism is fragment substitution [35], which allows relatively
rich artifact transformations. Some DM and FM approaches define
a separate artifact model, which exposes artifact abstractions to the
decision or feature model (e.g., DOPLER and pure::variants). Fi-
nally, FOSD [2] research has looked into different approaches of
representing variability in artifacts, including conditions as annota-
tions on model or program elements [21, 36, 44] and compositional
approaches (e.g., [8, 4]).

The mapping between features and varaibility realization can
also be implicit. For example, the PLUS method of Gomaa [32]
assumes a variant of the annotative approach, where the mapping
of features to variation points is achieved by using feature names
directly in UML models representing the system—such references
are resolved by derivation tools just as if they were annotations.
The approach uses the existing UML syntactic means to express
variability, such as state diagram transitions depending on feature
selection, rather than on model variables.

Finally, the variable artifacts can be organized to reflect and mod-
ularize their variability. For example, ADORA [65] organizes re-
quirements models into hierarchical aspect containers that reflect
the model variability—instead of using separate feature models with
explicit mappings. Features are modeled as aspects that package
and modularize variable model elements; they are composed by
weaving. The approach uses view generation to generate abstract
FM-like views and decision models for variability binding and con-
figuration.

3.8 Binding time and mode
Mapping variability to artifacts may not be enough to define how

products are built. In particular, variability models may need to in-
clude further realization information, such as described by a prod-
uct plan [43]. An example of such information is the binding time,
i.e., when a certain variability is bound, and the binding mode, i.e.,
whether the binding is static (fixed) or dynamic (modifiable) [23].
Examples of binding time are compile time, link time, deployment
time, etc. So far support for such information is rare in both FM
and DM, probably because it is highly application- and technology-

dependent. Early FM and DM approaches mention the possibility
to specify binding information [42, 59], but lack realization details.
Work on concrete realization exists, though. Examples include pa-
rameterized binding mode via templates and inheritance [23, p.
234], binding time variability via aspect-oriented techniques [58,
57], time-line variability with constraints on transitions between
configurations [30], and any-time variability in architectural de-
scription languages [67].

3.9 Modularity
Modularity mechanisms are needed as it would be inconvenient

to define and maintain variability in a single model due to the large
scale and complexity of many systems. Modularity is also funda-
mental in multi product lines, an emerging area addressing vari-
ability management for large-scale systems that comprise several
self-contained but still interdependent product lines. For instance,
Bühne et al. [15] describe several issues of feature modeling in
multi product lines using examples from the automotive industry.

Feature hierarchy and decision grouping provide basic structur-
ing; however, dedicated modularization mechanisms for FM and
DM also exist. For example, DOPLER allows dividing decision
models into a number of interrelated model fragments [29]. In FM
several authors have proposed approaches to define a set of inter-
related feature models, such as multi-level feature models [54, 26].
Schirmeier and Spinczyk [56] discuss top-down, bottom-up, and
hybrid forms of composing feature models in multi-layered prod-
uct lines. An upcoming survey gives a detailed account of modu-
larization techniques in FM [40].

3.10 Tool aspects
Important aspects of FM and DM tooling include editing, ex-

ploration, and analysis of models and configurations. A detailed
account of specific tools is out of scope; however, we make some
general observations.

As expected, UIs for model and configuration editing in FM usu-
ally emphasize hierarchy, but a similar range of representations,
including lists, tables, trees, and graphs, have been used in both
FM and DM tools. For example, decision models are often repre-
sented as a list of questions to be answered (cf. description attribute
in Fig. 1(b)), but may also show hierarchy [31]. Feature models are
typically shown as trees, but specific views may show feature lists
or tables, e.g., summarizing feature-to-artifact mappings, or graphs,
e.g., showing cross-tree dependencies.

Due to their derivation focus, DM tools pay special attention to
decision filtering and workflows during configuration. DOPLER [28]
supports filtering using visibility conditions; Schmid and John [59]
accomplish this task using relevancy conditions. DOPLER also
allows grouping decisions to configuration tasks, which can be as-
signed to users involved in product derivation [52]. FM approaches
have not addressed visibility conditions yet; however, extensive
work exists on staged and workflow-based feature configuration [26,
38, 48].

Many researchers have worked on reasoning support for model
and configuration analysis in FM. This body of work includes 1) fin-
ding and diagnosing inconsistencies in feature models and artifact
mappings (e.g., [41]), 2) verification of product line assets in pres-
ence of variability (e.g., [20, 3, 27]) and 3) automated guidance
during configuration. An extensive survey of 1) and 3) is avail-
able [12]. Many of these results likely carry over to DM. In fact,
DOPLER provides configuration guidance, such as decision prop-
agation.



4. VARIABILITY MODELING IN
PRACTICE

Over the last two decades variability modeling has been em-
braced in practice. Commercial tools like Pure::Variants and Gears
exist with their respective specification languages. Independently,
software engineers have designed their own modeling languages.
For instance, the Linux kernel project uses the home-grown vari-
ability specification language Kconfig [71, 62], which has been cre-
ated independently of FM and DM research. Similarly, the eCos
operating system uses its Component Description Language (CDL)
[68]. Linux and eCos are open source projects, but similar lan-
guages appear in commercial systems, for instance OSEK [22]. All
these languages can be placed into the category of FM and DM lan-
guages. Here we show how the main properties of DM and FM are
reflected in practice, by comparison with (primarily) Kconfig and
CDL. Simultaneously we relate to the current proposal of the Com-
mon Variability Language (CVL) standard [1]. The three rightmost
columns in Table 1 summarize these three languages with respect
to the same dimensions already discussed for DM and FM.

Applications and orthogonality. All mentioned languages (Kcon-
fig, CDL, pure::variants, Gears, and CVL) target orthogonal vari-
ability modeling. These are all quite technical, heavy-caliber, tools
that are meant to support end-to-end modeling and derivation, all
the way to compilation and deployment. As such they are not in-
dispensable at early design activities—other uses of FM, such as
domain modeling, may be adequately supported with lightweight
tools such as mind-map editors or spreadsheets.

Interestingly, CVL avoids the FM terminology, while retaining
FODA-like concrete syntax of FM. We shall see below that nomen-
clature for variability specifications (VSpecs) in CVL resembles
DM more than FM, while a VSpec tree looks like a feature model.
Thus CVL avoids the confusion caused by the ambiguous mean-
ing of the term feature. Whether a dedicated support for modeling
features as high level, user-visible capabilities should be part of
CVL is debated [1, p. 80]. Design alternatives for such support in-
clude dedicated native notation, applying variability orthogonally
to (such) feature models, or complete lack of (dedicated) support.

Units of variability and data types. In practice, often rather simple
and relatively small Boolean models are applied to requirements
artefacts.2 In contrast, models used at the implementation level can
become very large, and involve very complex constraints. For in-
stance, the Linux kernel Kconfig model and the eCos CDL model
comprise thousands of features or decisions about different imple-
mentation and architecture aspects, including complex constraints,
some relating 20 or more features or decisions [13]. They often
include other types of variability than Boolean. For example, in
the operating systems domain, integers are used to express sizes of
resource pools such as threads, open files, or memory. Low level
models occasionally also require the ability to instantiate features
in multiple copies (see for example [22] about OSEK).

Since CVL is domain independent, it supports a broad range of
types, including multiple instantiation, and a constraint language
for expressing dependencies over these types. CVL distinguishes
three types of variability specifications (VSpecs), essentially linked
to their types: choice (Boolean), variable (other primitive types)
and classifier (multiple instantiations). This terminology avoids the
term feature. In CVL VSpecs are organized in trees (VSpec trees),
which are shown using FODA-like concrete syntax [1].

Hierarchy. Hierarchy is uniformly present in all mentioned lan-
guages. Kconfig’s hierarchy, although visibility-induced like in
2Personal communication with BigLever Inc., the vendor of Gears.

DOPLER, is still used much in FM spirit [13]. CDL hierarchy is
used very much like in FM—it enforces parent-child implications
and serves to organize the model.

Following its use of FODA syntax, CVL adopts hierarchy in the
style of FM: it is used to decompose and organize the model and it
also enforces parent-child constraints.

Mapping variability to artifacts. Kconfig and CDL have been de-
signed as parts of build systems for their host projects. Thus they
both support mapping of variability to artifacts. They follow the
annotative approach, exposing names of features or decisions to
the C preprocessor controling presence code fragments. Besides
that, the mapping model is hidden in the build system (Kbuild) or
represented in the variability model itself (CDL).

Mapping to artifacts is a core objective of CVL, which aims at
external (orthogonal) definition of variability for any models de-
scribed in MOF-based languages. CVL has a three-tier architec-
ture: variability specifications (1) are mapped to artifacts (3) us-
ing a mapping model, called variability realization (2). Variability
realization allows a number of variation point types: presence of
objects, change of constant values in the models, object substitu-
tion and fragment substitution in style of [35]. Importantly, CVL
stores the mappings outside the artifacts. Thus the main artifacts,
the so called base models, remain unchanged by introduction of
variability, and can be processed by the native tools supporting the
languages in which the artifacts are expressed.

The binding time and mode are highly dependent on the application
domains and technology applied. CDL, which supports an operat-
ing system for small embedded devices, only has static, compile-
time binding. Interestingly, Kconfig provides native support for
binding mode, by means of so called tri-state features or decisions.
It allows to decide at compile time whether a given functionality
should be linked statically or whether it should stay dynamically
loadable. Thus, Kconfig implements support for binding mode
from the model and the configuration UI through to realization in
the build process (unlike other variability modeling languages that
treat binding as a simple parameter in the high level model).

Since CVL is domain independent, it follows both FM and DM
and does not standardize this aspect.

Modularity is essential to any models of realistic size. Kconfig al-
lows distributing a monolithic model over multiple files—a form
of primitive untyped modules. CDL provides packaging and im-
port constructs, with an interesting ability to inject new model frag-
ments into an existing hierarchy (reparenting). This enables model
extensions that plug into an existing model decomposition hierar-
chy.

The initial CVL proposal allows both for simple aggregation
(packaging) and encapsulation of configurable units (CU). CUs
wrap variability realization together with variability specification.
CVL also supports configuration interfaces (simply VSpec trees),
which specify variability allowed for an encapsulated CU. The in-
tended uses of CUs include supplying configurable reusable third-
party components, staged configuration and multi-level product
lines.

Tool aspects. CDL and Kconfig are both textual languages, with no
specific editor support, besides usual text editors. They both have
tools supporting product derivation, providing user guidance. In
particular, CDL’s configurator can propose fixes for constraint vio-
lations. Gears and pure::variants have tool support for model edit-
ing (for multiple representations) and configuration. Other tools,
such as analyzers, are rare in the industry, but quite widespread
in research [12]. This gap is probably caused by lack of proper



technology transfer. Recent successful attempts to introduce model
analysis tools to practitioners indicate that these tools are indeed
useful [66].

Three aspects of tool integration stand out in CVL’s design. First,
the language-independent approach to adding variabilit y allows
processing models produced by CVL using regular modeling tools
(although to exploit the variability information, plugins for model-
ing tools will be needed). Second, CVL will need tools support-
ing 1) configuration of the VSpec tree and 2) materialization (res-
olution of variation points in the base models based on configura-
tion). Finally, CUs will allow encapsulation of variability realized
by some other, non-CVL tools, and interfacing it to CVL infras-
tructure using variability interfaces.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have provided a detailed structured comparison of feature

and decision modeling, including a discussion of our findings in
the light of other related practical variability modeling approaches
like Kconfig, CDL, and CVL.

Based on our analysis, the main difference between FM and DM
is that FM supports both commonality and variability modeling,
whereas DM focuses exclusively on variability modeling. In prac-
tice, this difference is limited by two factors: 1) FM is often used,
just like DM, to capture variabilities that need to be resolved during
product derivation; 2) commonality modeling has limited impact
on variability languages and tools—as the constructs used to model
variability can also be used to model commonality. The latter point
is reflected by the fact that mandatory features can be used to model
both common features, such as GSM 1800 in Fig. 1(a), and group-
ings of variable features, such as GSM Protocols; however, many
DM approaches also provide grouping nodes, like the mandatory
feature GSM Protocols. Thus, the main difference is largely one of
methodology: if FM is used to model both commonalities and vari-
abilities, common features such as GSM 1800 are also captured.

The remaining differences are either minor or largely historical.
The initial use of FM in FODA was to capture user-visible sys-
tem capabilities; DM did not have such a restriction. Today, FM
is mostly used, just like DM, as an orthogonal variability model-
ing technique, where features, like decisions, abstract over vari-
abilities pertaining to different types of properties (functional and
non-functional), levels of abstraction (environment, system, sub-
system) and lifecycle stages (requirements, design, implementa-
tion, and test). Other differences are minor: 1) hierarchy is essential
and has uniform semantics (child-presence-to-parent-presence im-
plications) in FM and is secondary and has varied semantics (child-
presence-to-parent-presence or child-visibility-to-parent-visibility
implications) in DM; 2) mapping to artifacts is essential in DM
and, depending on the use case, optional in FM. On the other hand,
both FM and DM have a similar range of data types, constructs for
expressing constraints, and modularization mechanisms and they
both lack standardized support for binding time and mode.

Thus, our analysis uncovers a significant convergence between
FM and DM. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that prac-
tical variability modeling approaches, such as Kconfig and CDL,
combine concepts from FM and DM. For example, both Kconfig
and CDL support hierarchy (FM), group constraints (FM), and vis-
ibility conditions (DM). Consequently, the specific capabilities of
a variability modeling approach, such as the data types offered, the
expressiveness of the constraint language, support for modularity,
and the available tool support, are much more important factors
when selecting an approach than its classification as DM or FM.

We hope that our study can fruitfully influence the CVL stan-
dardization process, by improving clarity of the design space and
terminology of variability modeling. Our analysis of the initial
CVL proposal reveals no glaring omissions or misguided decisions
in its design, while it does single out clear advantages that CVL
has, due to influence of research on its design (esp. constructs
for encapsulations and interfacing, or the non-invasive, language-
independent approach).

Possible extensions of this work include conducting an expert
survey on FM and DM with a wide set of respondents. Another
work would be to compare FM and DM by comparing the formal
semantics of the existing FM and DM languages. Since only se-
lected dimensions of our comparison can be effectively formalized,
such an approach would be restricted to these dimensions. It would
also be interesting to expand the analysis with a systematic arti-
fact study of models developed within FM and DM communities,
including a qualitative and statistical comparison.
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